Let M(k, SU(l)) denote the moduli space of based gauge equivalence classes of SU(l) instantons on principal bundles over S4 with second Chern class equal to k . In this paper we use Dirac operators coupled to such connections to study the topology of these moduli spaces as / increases relative to k . This "coupling" procedure produces maps du '■ M{k , SU(l)) -► BU(k), and we prove that in the limit over / such maps recover Kirwan's [K] homotopy equivalence M{k, SU) ~ BU(k). We also compute, for any k and /, the image of the homology map (Ô«), : H»{M{k, SU (I)) ; Z) -♦ H,{BU(k) ; Z).
Introduction
Let M(k, SU (I)) be the moduli space of based gauge equivalence classes of SU (I) instantons on principal bundles over S4 with second Chern class (or charge) equal to k. Recently there has been much interest in how the topology of these spaces change as k increases relative to / (see, e.g., [BHMM] , [K] , and [Ti] ). In this paper, in contrast, we shall use Dirac operators coupled to connections to study the topological behavior of these spaces as / increases relative to k. The "coupling" of a Dirac operator to a connection associates to each element of M(k, SU {I)) an operator acting on the space of sections of a certain vector bundle. Associated to each self-dual connection is the vector space of sections in the kernel of its associated operator. This procedure defines a bundle, classified by a map which we shall refer to as the Dirac map, du : M{k, SU (I)) -> BU(k). The topological properties of this map were first studied by Atiyah and Jones [AJ] . There are natural maps M(k, SU {I)) «-* M{k, SU(l + 1)), and it makes sense to define the Dirac map du on the direct limit M(k, SU). In this paper we show that this limit Dirac map, denoted dUt00 , realizes Kirwan's [K] homotopy equivalence between M(k, SU) and BU{k). Then we compute, for any k and /, the image induced map in homology. Finally, we obtain similar results and do analogous computations for Sp(l) instantons.
By exploiting Donaldson's [D] monad description of M(k, SU (I)), Kirwan [K] used an algebro-geometric argument to show that M(k, SU) and BU(k) were homotopy equivalent. In the first part of this paper we use Donaldson's monad description to obtain a simpler, more direct, homotopy-theoretic proof that M(k, SU) ~ BU(k). In short, we show that M(k, SU) is the quotient of a contractible space by a free U(k) action. Similarly, for symplectic connections we show that M(k, Sp) is the quotient of a contractible space by a free O(k) action. Hence, M{k, Sp) ~ BO(k).
In the second part of this paper we define the Dirac maps du:M(k,SU(l))^BU(k) and dSp:M(k,Sp(l))^BO{k), describe the homotopy types of the spaces of charge-one instantons, and show that the limit maps du¡00 : M{\, SU) -* BU{\) and dSPt00 : M{\, Sp) -* BO{\) are homotopy equivalences. We then prove that Taubes' gluing maps, which give an associative H-space structure to the space of instantons [Tl] , are compatible via the Dirac maps with the Whitney sum operation on line bundles. This compatibility in conjunction with the previous results for charge-one instantons allows us to conclude that the limit Dirac map dUtOC : M(k, SU) -* BU(k) is a homology equivalence, and therefore a homotopy equivalence, for k > 1. After a more careful analysis of dsp, oo on the level of universal covers, we show that it is also a homotopy equivalence for all k .
Finally in part three, we compute the images of the compositions In the spirit of the splitting principle of bundle theory, we show that it suffices to calculate the image of (9)* when restricted to the space of "glued" charge-one instantons, and we make these calculations by exploiting earlier results on charge-one instantons and the relationship between Taubes' gluing and the Whitney sum operation. Combining this information with results on the rational homotopy type of SI3 SU (I) enables us to conclude that the image, Im((9")") c H*{BU; Z), is the intersection of the images of the two maps It will be shown that Im((9")") is the set of all linear combinations of monomials in bo, bi, ... , b¡_2 which have length equal to k .
A more delicate argument, using results of Boyer and Mann [BM] on the compatibility up to homotopy of Taubes gluing with the natural C3-operad structure of £l3Sp(l), as well as results from iterated loop space theory, gives the symplectic analogue of the above theorem: Im((dsP)*), viewed as a subset of H, (BO; Z2) , is the intersection of the images of the maps An immediate corollary of the above results is that the index bundle of the Dirac operator coupled to instantons has no nowhere-zero sections. Were such a bundle to have a section, the Dirac map du would factor through BU{k -1). This would imply that the Im((<9")*) could contain no monomials in b¡ of length k, contradicting our theorem.
In a future paper, we will consider S0(1) instantons. In particular we will show that there is a homotopy equivalence M(k, SO) ~ BSp(k) and that this equivalence can be realized by a Dirac-type map.
M(k,SU) and BU(k)
The ADHM construction [ADHM] identifies the space of instantons with certain holomorphic bundles over complex projective space, and Donaldson used a monad construction to characterize such bundles in terms of a quotient of a set of sequences of complex matrices by a natural action of U(k). More precisely, we have the theorem of Donaldson:
Proposition 1 (Donaldson [D] ). Let A(k, SU (I)) be the space of four-tuples of complex matrices (a\,a2, a, b) , where a, is k x k, a is I x k and b is k x I, satisfying:
(iii) For any k, ß e C :
'ax +X a2 + p a is injective, and (X -a\, a2-p, b) is of maximal rank.
Then there is a natural action of U(k) on A(k, SU (I)) given by: paxp-1, pa2p~i , ap~x, pb) for p £ U(k), and M(k, SU (I)) is homeomorphic to A(k, SU(l))/U(k).
Although it has been noted in the literature that the action of U(k) on the spaces A(k, SU(l)) is a free action (see, e.g., [K] ), a proof of this fact has not to our knowledge been written down in the literature. For the sake of completeness, we give such a proof here.
Lemma 2. The natural action of U(k) on the space A(k, SU(l)) is free.
Proof Let x = (a\, a2, a, b) e A(k, SU(l)) and let d e U{k) be such that d • x = x. Without loss of generality we may assume that d is the diagonal matrix zk = 1 for some j x j matrix M¡. Since [a\, a2\ + ba = 0, we must have M\M2 = M2M\ . Let v e C be a common eigenvector for M\ and M2 and suppose M\V = Xv and M2v = pv . Consider the matrix
where û/^-j is the last k-j columns of a . Any nonzero vector (v , 0, ... , 0), where there are k-j zeros, is clearly in its nullspace. This contradicts the rank condition for the elements of A(k, SU (I)), and we conclude that the action is free. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We now construct the limit space M(k, SU) and prove that it is homotopy equivalent to BU{k). First notice that there is a U(k) equivariant map from A(k, SU (I)) ■-> A(k, SU (I + 1)) which sends each a¡ to itself, sends a to the (/ + 1 ) x k matrix made up of a with an extra row of zeros on top, and sends b to the k x (I + 1 ) matrix made up of b with an extra first column of zeros. On the level of monads, this adds to the bundle over CP3 the trivial holomorphic line bundle. Thus, this map induces the natural inclusion M(k, SU(l)) «-♦ M(k, SU (I + 1)) sending the connection a> to the connection oe © d, where d is ordinary exterior differentiation. Notice that the charge k is held fixed.
Define A(k,SU) to be the direct limit lim^^ A(k, SU (I)) and M(k, SU) to be the direct limit lim/^^ M(k, SU (I)). Note that there is a homeomorphism between M(k,SU) and A(k,SU)/U(k).
is a contractible space with a free U(k) action. Thus,
Proof. We need to show that A(k, SU) is contractible. Since it is an algebraic subvariety and, therefore, homotopy equivalent to a C.W. complex, it will be sufficient to show that all of its homotopy groups are zero. To this end we prove that for any k and / there is an r > I such that the map from A(k, SU (I)) -► A(k, SU(r)) is homotopically trivial. Consider the homotopy H, : A(k, SU (I)) -> A(k, SU(2k + I)) defined as follows: \(l-t)a J and Ik is the k x k identity matrix. To see that Ht(x) e A(k, SU(2k + I))
for any x € A(k, SU (I)), we check that the three conditions are satisfied for all 0 < / < 1 . Condition (i) holds because btat = (1 -t)2ba, and for any matrices A and B : [(1 -t)A, (1 -t)B] = (1 -t)2 [A, B] . For condition (ii) notice that btb* = (1 -t)2bb* + t2Ik and similarly for a*at. Thus, btb* -a*at -(1 -t)2(bb* -a*a), and condition (ii) holds. Now the rank condition obviously holds for all / 7^ 0 because there is a full rank k x k block, tlk , in both a, and bt ■ For t = 0, Ht = H0 is just the inclusion A(k, SU (I)) <-> ^(/c, 5(7(2^ + /)), so the rank condition is satisfied when / = 0. Finally, note that H\ is a constant map. This finishes the theorem.
SyMPLECTIC INSTANTONS
We begin with Donaldson's matrix description of symplectic instantons. Let / be the standard skew form on C2', r.fOiJ h \ \-h 0/,/J and let A(k, Sp(l)) C A(k, SU (21)) be those (a\,a2,a, b) such that the a, are symmetric and a = J • b'. The group 0(k) (viewed as a subset of U(k)) acts on A(k, Sp(l)).
Proposition 4 (Donaldson [DK, Chapter 3.4] ).
The remaining theorems and arguments in this section are quite similar to those of the previous section. However, before defining the limit space A(k, Sp), it is convenient to alter slightly our description of M(k, Sp(l)) by constructing a space A'(k, Sp(l)), which is equivariantly homeomorphic to A(k, Sp(l) ). Essentially, this change amounts to choosing a different skew form on C21. Let J' be the 2/ x 2/ complex 2x2 block diagonal matrix J' = Diag(72, ..., J2) where J2 = f °. ¿ \ Notice that there exists a a e 0(2/), cr/'cr-1 = 7. Let ^'(ac, Sp(/)) be the subset of A(k, 21) where the a¡ are symmetric and a = 7'6'. We can define an equivariant homeomorphism from A(k, Sp(l)) to A'(k, Sp(l)) by mapping (a\,a2, a, b) to (a\, a2, a~xa, ba) . Since a e 0(21) and, therefore, a* = a~l = a', conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are satisfied by (ai, a2, a~xa, ba) . Also, since a = Jb', we have a~[a = a~lJb' = J'a~lb' = J'(ba)'. Thus, the map from A(k, Sp(l)) to A'(k, Sp(l)) is well-defined, and it is invertible Proof. The action of 0(k) on A(k, Sp(l)) is free because it is a restriction of the action of U(k) on A(k, SU(2l)). This implies that the action on A'(k, Sp(l) ) is also free. Thus, it is enough to show that A'(k, Sp) is contractible. As in the unitary case (Theorem 3), define Ht : A'(k, Sp(l)) -* A'(k,Sp(k + l)) as follows: H,((a{ ,a2,a,b) = ((\ -t)a{, (1 -t)a2 , at, bt)) where a, = ([j ™ka ) and bt = (t ■ (0I)k, (1 -t)b).
Here (I0)k is the 2k x k matrix where, for 1 < / < k, row 2/ is zero and row 2/ -1 is the ¿th row of the k x k identity matrix. Just as in the unitary case, any element in the image of 77r will satisfy conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) for all 0 < t < 1 . Furthermore, (1 -t)a¡ is symmetric if a, is. Finally, one can check directly that a, and bt were chosen so that if a = J'b', then for any t, a, = J'b',. So 77, is well-defined. Now, 77o is just the natural inclusion, and 77i is a constant map. As in the unitary case, this implies that A'(k, Sp) is contractible, and the proof of the theorem is complete.
Charge-one instantons
Before studying Dirac operators and using them to define homotopy equivalences M(k, SU) ~ BU(k) and M(k, Sp) ~ BO(k), we need to examine more closely instantons on bundles with c2 = 1 . Boyer, Mann and Waggoner [BMW] showed that M(\, SU (I)) and Af(l, Sp(l)) are homotopy equivalent to the quotient of the respective Lie group by the subgroup consisting of elements in the centralizer of 5117(2) = Sp(\). By exploiting Donaldson's monad description of instantons, we are able to give an alternate description and proof of these results. We leave to the reader the verification that 7t : M'(l, SU (I)) -> CPl~x is a locally trivial S2'-3 fibration. In fact, let ( , ) denote the standard hermitian inner product on C1. Let N¡ be the set N¡ = ((z ;w)\z,weCl\{0}, (z,w) = 0, \z\ = \w\ = l| ISx where X e Sx acts by X • (z ; ti;) = (Xz ; Aw). Since CPl ' can be identified with the quotient S2l~x/Sx, N¡ is precisely the unit tangent bundle of CP'~X. Moreover, the map (z ; w) h-> (z ; w) induces a homeomorphism from M'(\,SU(l)) onto 7Y/. Hence, A/(l,Si/(/)) is homotopy equivalent to the unit tangent bundle of CPl~l.
For part (ii) of the lemma, Proposition 4 implies that
The following is an immediate consequence of the above lemma.
Corollary 7.
(i) Hi(M(\,SU(l));Z)^Hi(BU(\);Z) for i < 21 -4.
(ii) H2l_2(M(\, SU(l)) ; Z) = 0 and H2¡_3(M(l, SU(l)) ; Z) = Z/l. (iii) 77,(717(1, Sp(l)) ; Z2) S 77,(50(1) ; Z2) /or i < 4/ -1.
Taubes gluing and the Dirac map
Let G denote either SU(l) or Sp(l). Let v3(/c, G) be the space of all gauge equivalence classes of connections on principal G-bundles, Pk , over S4 with c2(Pk) = k. This space is known to be homotopy equivalent to Q3G, and Atiyah and Jones [AJ] exhibit a particular map 8^ : B(k, G) -» D?kG which realizes this equivalence. Let ikl : M(k, G) -► Q|0 denote the inclusion of equivalence classes of self-dual connections into B(k, G) followed by O^ . When no confusion can occur, we will drop the superscript when writing i£ ¡. We now recall the important gluing construction for instantons introduced by Taubes [TI] . Taubes shows that for a given /, the space ]\k>o M(k, G) has an H-space structure and that this structure is compatible up to homotopy with the group structure on Q.3G [T2] , viewed as the space of all based gauge equivalence classes of connections. In particular the following diagram commutes up to
where the horizontal maps give the multiplicative structures. Next, we describe the construction of what we refer to as the Dirac map
Given Pk , a principal SU (I) bundle over S4 , let co be a connection on the associated vector bundle Ek . Let S be the canonical complex bundle of spinors on S4 with its canonical connection Vs. The tensor product bundle S <S> Ek inherits a Clifford module structure from the one on 5", and we can view co <g> Vs as a connection on this bundle. This connection gives rise to a Dirac operator D0>:r(S®Ek)-+r(S®Ejc)
where T(S ® Ek) is the space of smooth sections of S ® Ek . Notice that the group of bundle automorphisms of Ek acts on the space T(S ®Ek). The spinor bundle naturally splits into positive and negative valued spinors, S = S+ © S~ , and the Dirac operator interchanges the two summands. We shall be concerned with the operator D+:T(S+®Ek)^r(S-®Ek), which is known to be Fredholm, in an appropriate Sobolev completion, and of index k [AJ] . Using Bochner type vanishing theorems, one can show that if oe is a self-dual connection then Coker(T>+) = 0. (See, for example, [AHS] .) Therefore, the space of sections in the kernel of D% gives a well-defined vector space associated to the connection oe. There is an equivariance of this kernel under gauge transformation in the sense that if a e Ker(Dm) then ga e Ker(Dgw), for any g in the gauge group. Passing to gauge equivalence classes, we obtain an isomorphism class of a vector bundle of rank k over M(k, SU (I)). This bundle is classified by a map du : M(k, SU (I)) -► BU(k). Atiyah and Jones showed that the map du has a natural extension to the entire space of based gauge equivalence classes of connections as a map du : B(k, SU (I)) -> {k} x BU c Z x BU: each connection gives rise to a Fredholm operator of index k and the space of such operators is homotopy equivalent to the kth component of Z x BU.
A similar Dirac map exists for symplectic connections. However, because S has a quaternionic structure, given by some complex anti-linear bundle automorphism Js, where Js o Js = -1, and the symplectic vector bundle Ek also has a quaternionic structure, Je , the tensor product bundle has a real structure given by the tensor product Js ® Je ■ This is turn defines a real structure on the vector space of sections T(S ® Ek). The real subspaces given by the real structure will be preserved by the Dirac operator, and the kernels of the Dirac operators then define a real vector bundle over M(k, Sp(l)). Hence, dsp can be viewed as a map from M(k, Sp(l)) to BO(k). As before, we may also define dSp : £l3kSp(l) -> {k} x BO c Z x BO, where Z x BO is identified with the space of real Fredholm operators. In short, there exists homotopy commutative diagrams
Atiyah and Jones ( [AJ] , Theorem 4.12) also observed that in the limit over /, du realizes Bott periodicity. More precisely, we have the following proposition.
Proposition 8 [AJ] . There exists a homotopy commutative diagram
where ßu is a homotopy equivalence preserving the natural H-space structures, and ßU(i) and ßU(i) i k are its natural restrictions to the appropriate loop spaces.
In fact ßu is obtained by two-fold looping the Bott equivalence QU ~ Z x BU, then identifying Q2(Z x BU) with Q2(BU) ~ QU ~ Z x BU by applying the Bott equivalence again. Thus, ßu is an infinite loop map. There also exists a diagram for symplectic connections analogous to the one above. In particular there are maps ßsP{i), k > ßsP(i) ana" ßsP > where ßSp realizes the equivalence Q3Sp ~ Z x t50 [AJ] .
For sake of completeness we now show that, as in the unitary case, ßsp preserves the H-space structures, and is, in fact, an infinite loop map (cf. [AJ] , Appendix, proof of Lemma 4.8). Let Ek and Ej be Sp(n) bundles over S4 with second Chern classes k and j respectively. Let L\(Er) and L2(Er) be the Sobolev completions of the space of smooth sections F(S+ ® Er) in the given norm. Explicitly, a section a is in L2 if both a and Va have finite L2 norm. Let L2(Er)R and L2(Er)R denote the Sobolev completions of the subspace of real sections T(S+ <g> Er)R . Let &r(Hi , H2) denote the space of real Fredholm operators from the real Hubert space Hi to the real Hilbert space H2. If we choose an isomorphism S~ = S+ , then the coupling of a symplectic connection to a Dirac operator defines a map
The direct sum of connections
gives a map B(k, Sp(n)) x B(j, Sp(n)) -* B(k + j, Sp(2n)) which then makes the following diagram commute:
where the right vertical map is defined by taking the direct sum of the operators. Now the direct sum of operators can be identified in a standard way with composition of operators on some larger Hilbert space H. For example, one could take H to be the sum L2(Ek)R © L2(Ej)R © L2(Ek)R © L2(Ej)R . Since composition of operators corresponds to the Whitney sum operation on Z x BO, and the homotopy inverse of the equivalence Qk :
Finally, the standard rotation homotopy shows that the left vertical map is homotopic to the composition
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where / is the usual loop sum. Therefore, the two compositions
are homotopic. This proves that ßsp : Q3Sp -► Z x BO is an H-map. Since it is a homotopy equivalence [AJ] and an H-map, it must, by a result of Cohen and Jones [CJ] , be an infinite loop map. We now show that du can be defined on the limit space M(k, SU). First note that from Donaldson's matrix description of M(k, SU(n)) (see Chapter 3) we see that the natural inclusion M(k, SU(n)) «-» M(k, SU(n + 1)), (co, Ek) i-> (co © d, Ek © C), embeds M(k, SU(n)) as a closed submanifold of M(k, SU(n + 1)). Hence, by simultaneous triangulation [Mu] or from the existence of tubular neighborhoods, the inclusions M(k, SU(n)) <-» M(k, SU(n + 1)) are cofibrations. It follows that the direct limit M(k, SU) is homotopy equivalent to the homotopy direct limit, denoted M(k, SU)h . Thus, it suffices to define du on M(k, SU)h . To this end let &(k, V) denote the space of all k-dimensional subspaces of the vector space V. Let A(k, SU(n)) denote the space of all instantons before passing to gauge equivalence classes. Given an SU(n) bundle Ek with c2(Ek) = k , the kernel of the Dirac operator coupled to an instanton on Ek defines a map
More precisely, the coupling of a connection to an operator defines a bundle map
where G is the based gauge group. Let
denote the kernel of this bundle map. In other words, K(k, n) is the bundle classified by the Dirac map du : M(k, SU(n)) -> BU(k). Since the untwisted Dirac operator on S4 has no kernel ( 5"* has no harmonic spinors), the natural inclusion of bundles
defined by (co, a) i-+ (co © d, a © 0) is an isomorphism on fibers. Thus the pullback of K(k, n + l)) via the inclusion M(k, SU(n)) *-> M(k, SU(n + 1)) is isomorphic to tc(k, n)). Therefore, the diagram
commutes up to homotopy. This implies that there is a map du<CX} :
This map is not necessarily uniquely determined, but any two choices, when restricted to M(k, SU(n)) will classify the bundle K(k, n), and this is the only property of the limit map we will need. An analogous argument for symplectic instantons shows that there exists a map dsp,oo '■ M(k, Sp) -> BO(k) with similar properties.
Theorem 9. For all k, <9Ui00 : M(k, SU) -» BU(k) and öSP;00 : M(k, Sp) -* BO(k) are homotopy equivalences.
Our proof consists of three parts. First we prove that for k = 1, du, ^ and dsP,oo are homotopy equivalences. Then we show by using this special case, that for any k, ¿Vi0o induces an isomorphism in homology (which implies that it is a homotopy equivalence) and that dsp, oo induces an isomorphism in homology with Z2 coefficients. Finally we prove that on the level of universal covers, dsp,oo induces an isomorphism on homotopy groups. This will force dsp oo to be a homotopy equivalence. Furthermore, the inclusion M(l, SU(3)) «-» Cl]SU(3) induces an isomorphism on n2 [K] . Since £l3SU(3) -► Q.3SU <-> {1} x 5Í7 is an isomorphism on 7t2, it follows by the diagram above that <9">00 : M (I, SU) -> BU (I) must be an isomorphism on n2 as well. A similar discussion shows that dsp<00 '■ M(\, Sp) -► v50(l) is an equivalence: there is a homotopy commutative diagram
and the left vertical map is homotopic to the 7-homomorphism from 5*0(3) to Q353 [BM] , and therefore, induces an isomorphism on n\ . Just as in the previous argument, this allows us to conclude that dsp,oo '■ M(\, Sp) -> 7iO(l) is also an isomorphism on n\ and, therefore, an equivalence. This finishes the lemma.
Notice that from this lemma and Lemma 6, we can conclude that is a surjection through dimension 4« -1. To prove <9U;00 is a homotopy equivalence for k > 1, it suffices to show that it induces an isomorphism in homology with integral coefficients, because BU(k) is simply connected.
Moreover, we already have established that M(k,SU) ~ BU(k). Hence, to prove 9U>00 is homotopy equivalence, we need to show only that it induces a surjection in homology. To this end, we make the following observation: Taubes gluing is compatible via the Dirac maps with the Whitney sum operation. To be more precise, consider the diagram
where t is the Taubes gluing map and w gives the Whitney sum operation on line bundles. The claim is that this diagram commutes. We will prove this shortly. For now, suppose this is the case. Then it is easy to see that (du)* is a surjection through a range: by the commutativity of the above diagrams, we have
But ( is then a surjection in all dimensions. Therefore, to prove that <9UiCO is a homotopy equivalence, we are reduced to showing that the above diagram relating Whitney sum to Taubes gluing commutes. Essentially, this argument rests on the compatibility of Taubes gluing with the loop sum operation. Consider the diagram below.
where the map Q.]SUil)k -* Q^SUil) is given by loop sum, the map ({1} x BU)k -> {k} x BU is given by the natural H-space structure of Z x BU, and all other unlabelled arrows are the natural inclusions. We show that this diagram commutes up to homotopy by showing that each of the inner diagrams commute: (i) commutes by general facts about Whitney sum; (ii) and (v) follow from the homotopy commutativity of the diagram in Proposition 8; (iii) commutes because Taubes gluing is compatible with loop sum; and (iv) commutes because ßu is an H-space map. In particular, then, we can conclude that the outer perimeter of this diagram commutes. But BUik) -► {k} x BU induces an injection in homology. Thus, the two compositions forming the outer perimeter:
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use induce identical maps in homology. This is exactly the claim that in homology Taubes gluing is compatible via the Dirac maps with the Whitney sum operation. Similar arguments show that the diagrams relating Whitney sum to Taubes gluing for symplectic instantons induce commutative diagrams in homology with Z2 coefficients, and thus, that dsP,oo induces a Z2-homology equivalence. In particular the map dsp : Mik, Spin)) -► BOik) will induce a surjection in homology through dimension An -1. To prove that the limit map dsp,oc is in fact a homotopy equivalence, we need to examine the induced map in homology with coefficients in the rationals and the fields Z/p for p a prime / 2. is injective, we know that idsp,oo)?2 is an isomorphism. Now suppose that id*sP,oo)* is an isomorphism.
Then by the Universal Coefficient Theorem, 0sP,oc)* is an isomorphism as well, and, therefore, so is 7i»idsPi0o), the induced map on homotopy groups. Since n\idsp,oo) is an isomorphism, we must have 7iiidsPy00) an isomorphism for every i. Hence, dsp,oc is a homotopy equivalence.
Thus, to prove that dsp, oo is a homotopy equivalence, it suffices to prove the following lemma.
Lemma 11. idsPy00)5 is an isomorphism, where F is any field Z/p, p ^ 2, or the field of rational numbers. induces a commutative diagram in homology with coefficients in F. To this end, suppose co is a self-dual connection on the SU in) vector bundle Ek, where c2iEk) = k. Then we can define a connection co on the conjugate bundle Ek . If co is given locally by the matrix of one forms (««/_/), then co is given locally by the matrix (©,7). Because the transition functions for Ek are the conjugates of those for Ek , (©,7) is a well-defined connection on Ek . Because the Hodge star operator commutes with conjugation, co is self-dual if co is. We can now define a map f : Mik, SU in)) -» Milk, SUiln))
Proof. Identify t/(
by /(w) = £t> © ¿0, where co®co is a self-dual connection defined on the bundle Ek®Ek. As we did in Section 3, we can view Spin) as a subset of SUiln). For convenience, we choose the skew-bilinear form on C2" to be given by the matrix 0 0
Then Spin) c SUiln) may be viewed as matrices of the form e -73 where A, B e End(C"). Consequently, the map SU in) -* SUiln) given by à >-> ( 1 factors through Spin). Thus, by considering its transition functions we see that Ek®Ek is an 5/?(n) bundle. Furthermore, because <y©w is a self-dual connection given locally by a matrix of one forms with values in the Lie algebra of Spin) c SUiln), the map / factors as Mik, SU in)) -* Mi2k, Spin)) -Mi2k, SUiln)).
We will denote the first map in this composition by f . Now consider the diagram
BOilk)
I to ,u
BUilk)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where i0tU is induced by the natural inclusion 0(lk) *-» U(lk). The bottom square homotopy commutes because given a complex bundle V with a real structure given by a real sub-bundle V+, there is an isomorphism V = V+ 8 C. The large outer square also homotopy commutes: if we let K denote the "kernel" bundle of the Dirac operators coupled to instantons, or in other words, the bundle classified by the Dirac map du : M(k, SU in)) -> BUik), then both Milk, Spin)) -^ BSOilk).
Since /Mj0 and du both induce F-homology surjections through dimension In -4, so does 95p . Because M (Ik, Sp) ~ BSOilk), the limit map idSp¡oc)L icense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use must be an isomorphism. This proves the lemma when the second Chern class is even. For odd Chern class, we consider the diagram
where t is defined by gluing with a charge-one instanton and w is induced by the natural inclusion 0(2k) <-> 0(2k + 1). It was shown in Section 5 that when viewed on the level of homology, Taubes gluing is compatible via the Dirac map with the Whitney sum operation on bundles. The same argument proves that the above diagram induces a commutative diagram in homology with coefficients in F. We have already shown that idsP), is a surjection through a range, and it is well known that (iu)f is an isomorphism. Thus, by the same arguments as before we can conclude that the limit map homology equivalence. This finishes the lemma, and also the proof that dsp, oo is a homotopy equivalence.
The homology of the Dirac maps
Up to this point we have focused our attention on the Dirac maps on the limit spaces M(k, SU) and M(k, Sp). In this section, we examine the Dirac maps on the finite dimensional M(k, SU il)) and Af(/c, 5/?(/)) and compute the images in homology of the maps du : Mik, SU il)) -> BUik) and dSp : Mik, Spil)) -► BOik). We first deal with unitary connections.
Recall that there is a homotopy commutative diagram Theorem 12. The image of ijkj)* coincides with the set J(k, I). In fact this set is equal to is the set of all polynomials in bo, b\, ... , 2>/_2 which are a sum of monomials of length k.
The strategy for proving Theorem 12 is as follows: first we work rationally to calculate the image in rational homology of the map ißU(i))9 ■ Although this could be accomplished without reference to instantons, our proof shows that the computation follows immediately from the compatibility of Taubes gluing with the Whitney sum operation on line bundles. Because Z x BU has no torsion in its homology, the image of ißU{i))9 gives essentially an "upper bound" for the image of ißU(i))* consisting of polynomials in bo, b^x, b\, ... , b¡_2 . Finally, by again exploiting the compatibility of Taubes gluing with Whitney sum, we show that any such polynomial which is also in the image of 77» (t3 £/(/:) ; Z), must in fact have a pre-image in 77»(/\7(l, l)k ; Z) and, hence, must be in the image of the map (A,/)* • Our first lemma is fairly standard. and we see that Q35f/(/ -1) ~e Q5£/(/ -1). Now, 77»(Q5C/(/ -1) ; Q) is known to be a polynomial algebra on generators e¡ e 772, for I < i < / -2. By Lemma 6, z, maps to ¿, e 772,(Z x t3{7; ß). Thus, ißU(i))* maps a, to ¿,, and so ¿'(an, • • • , a¡-2) maps to 7J(¿0, h , ... , è/_2), which is obviously non-zero in 77»(Z x BU; Q). Consequently, P(ao, ... , <Z/_2) ^ 0 and the claim is proved. But we have also shown that a, >-» b¡ ; hence, the image of ißu(i))* is the polynomial algebra Q[bo, b^x, b\, ... , ¿/_2], which finishes the lemma. Because 77*(t3í7;Z) is torsion free, the image of the integral homology map (/}"(/))» : 77»(Q35i7(/); Z) -♦ 77»(Z x BU ; Z) must be contained in the polynomial algebra Z[bo, b^x, b\, ... , ¿>/_2]. The image of (ßU(i),k)* restricted to the k\b. component, Çl3kSU(l), is then a subset of the polynomials in bo, bç1, ... , ¿>/_2 such that each term has length k . Furthermore, by considering the surjective map Ht(BU(l)k ; Z) -» H*(BU(k) ; Z), one sees that the image of the inclusion H*(BU(k) ; Z) <-> 77»(Z x BU ; Z) consists of all polynomials in bo, b\,b2, ... with terms having length exactly k . Hence, J(k, I) is contained in the set of all polynomials in bo, bi, ... , b¡_2 with terms of length k . (In fact our proof of Theorem 12 will show that J(k, I) is exactly equal to this set of polynomials.) We now show that any such polynomial is in the image of H*(M(k, SU (I)) ; Z). We prove this by showing that, in fact, License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use any element of J(k, I) is contained in the image of the homology of the glued charge-one instantons. We have the following commutative diagram:
Since the map 77»(/17(l, 5i7(/)) ; Z) -* 77»(C7j/-1 ; Z) is a surjection through dimension 11-4, and for any 0 < i < I -1, b¡ is in the image of a generator of 7/2,(C7>/_1 ; Z), we see that any polynomial in bo, b\, ... , b¡_2 which has terms of length k is in the image of 77»(Af(l, SUH))k ; Z). Thus, by the commutativity of the above diagram, any such polynomial is in the image of 77»(Af(rC, SU il))). This completes the proof of the theorem.
Note that this argument also shows that any element which is a polynomial in bo, ■■■ , ¿>/_2 having terms of length k is in J(k, I). In fact since A7(l, SU il)) is homotopy equivalent to a 52/_3-bundle over CP'~X, the natural inclusion CPl~2 <-* CPl~x lifts, uniquely up to homotopy, to M(l, SU il)). Hence there are maps iCPl~2)k -+M'l, SU(l))k -» M(k, I) ^ {k} x BU as well as a natural map S : (CP'-2)k -{k} x BU defined as the composition iCPl~2)k *-* iCPl~x)k «-» BUil)k -* BUik) «-* {k} x BU.
The proof of the previous theorem shows that these maps induce identical homology maps, and that Image((r5)») = Image((;'fc /)») = J(k, I). Theorem 15. The image of the map (A,/)?2 ¿s precisely the set JsP(k, I).
As in the unitary case, the proof of Theorem 15 consists of two parts. First we show that there is a natural map Í23E3(Í?.P+/_1) -> Í235p(/) which induces a surjection in homology with Z2 coefficients, and such that the composition
is computable in terms of natural ring generators for 77»(Z x BO; Z2). We can then compute J$p (k, I). This requires using results of F. Cohen [CLM] on the homology of iterated loop spaces, as well as calculations of Kochman [Ko] on how certain Dyer-Lashof operations act on the natural ring generators of 77»(Z x t30; Z2). Second, we show that any such element in JsPik, I) has a pre-image in the homology of the glued charge-one instantons.
Unlike the unitary case, however, we now require a more delicate gluing of instantons using configurations of points with labels in M(k, Sp(l)). More precisely, let C3(fc) = {(*,, ... , xk) g iR3)k I Xi ¿ Xj,ifi¿ j} denote A;-tuples of distinct points in R3. Using results of Taubes [TI] , Boyer and Mann [BM] show that there exists maps for all k > 1 rk : C3(fc) xXk (/V7(l, Spil)))k -Mik, 5/»(/)), which make the following diagram homotopy commute:
CiiQx^ (717(1, Spil)))k S Mik,Spil))
where the bottom horizontal map is the standard C3-operad map corresponding to the standard three-fold loop sum structure on Q35p(/). Recall that for unitary connections, the compatibility of the gluing maps with the loop sum map, as well as the compatibility of the Dirac map with Bott periodicity, implied the commutativity of 77,(717(1, 5c/(/))*;Z) ^ 77*(73C/(l)fc;Z) (T). I I («>).
We now show that an analogous diagram, where we glue with configurations of points with labels in 717(1, 5/?(/)), also commutes by considering the following diagram (cf. Section 5, proof of theorem 9):
As in Section 5, squares (i), (ii), and (v) commute up to homotopy. By the compatibility of the maps xk with the C3-operad structure on Q35/?(/), square (iii) also commutes up to homotopy. Finally, square (iv) commutes up to homotopy because ßsp is an infinite loop equivalence, and, therefore, also respects the operad structure. Because BOik) -+ 730 induces an injection in homology with Z2 coefficients, we see there is a commutative diagram 77»(C3(;) xZj Mil, SpiO)J ; Z2) l*Ä' 77»(C3(;) xZj 730(1 y ; Z2)
77»(M(/, Spil)) ; Z2) (^l*2 H.iBOU) ; Z2). In fact, since /c(l, /?) = 1 for any ß e Spil), k is well-defined as a map
The projection /? gives a homeomorphism 5/7(/)/(Z2x 5/7(7-1)) a RP4l~x, and for any space X, 5/7(1) xl/{l} xX SI3(X+).
Thus, k defines a map k : I.3iRP4l~x) -> Spil). Now recall Lemma 6 which showed that 717(1, 5/?(/)) ~ RP4I~X . Boyer, Mann and Waggoner [BMW] exhibit a particular homotopy equivalence h : RP4l~x -> 71/(1, 5/7 (/)) which makes the following diagram commute:
From this point forward, we will identify RP4l~x with 71/(1, Sp(l)) via h , and thus view ad(i! j) as a map I?iRP4l~l) -► Spil). Our choice of homotopy equivalence 71/(1, Spil)) ~ RP4l~x can be somewhat arbitrary because any two must induce identical maps in homology with Z2 coefficients, and this will suffice for our purposes. It will be useful later to note that Boyer, Mann, and Waggoner's equivalence of 71/(1, Spil)) with the quotient of 5/7(7) by the centralizer of 5/7(1) is quite general. For example, they also show that there is a homotopy equivalence 7l/(l,5(7(/))~5(7(7)/i7(/-2), where U(l -1) is identified with the centralizer of SU (2) Lemma 16. The composition I.3iRP4l~x) -► Spil) -► 54/_1 induces a surjection in homology with Z2 coefficients. Proof. Although there will be some details to check, the essence of the argument is simply to view Spil) instantons as SU (21) Notice that x is defined so that the centralizer of 5/7(1) in 5/7(7) is mapped to the centralizer of 517 (2) We leave it to the reader to check that these inclusions along with our identification x '■ Spil) *-* 57/(2/), which induces y/, make all of the maps in the diagram well-defined, and, therefore, that the diagram commutes. In addition, we see that p\ is the inclusion of the three-skeleton RP3 «-» RP4l~x, and p2 is the inclusion of the two-skeleton CPX h* CP2I~X , and so (/?i), and ip2)* are isomorphisms in dimension 2. Finally we remark that the composition of the two left vertical maps is just the natural projection RP3 St S3/Z2 --» 53/5' s CPX which induces a Z2-homology isomorphism in dimension 2. Therefore, by the commutativity of the diagram, (ti o y/)t must be an isomorphism in dimension 2. This completes the proof of the lemma.
For the remainder of the discussion, all homology groups will be taken with Z2 coefficients.
Lemma 17. The map Í23ad(71)/) : Q3I3(i?T>4/~1) -* Q35/?(/) induces a surjection in homology with Z2 coefficients.
Proof. Our proof proceeds by induction. For / = 1 we are considering the 7-homomorphism Q3E3(i?T>3_) -> Q353, which is known to induce a surjection in Z2-homology. Now assume that 7/*(fi3ad(/1;/_i)) is a surjection. Define RP4¡Zl to be the stunted projective space rp4¡:¡ = rp4I-x/rp41-5. which, by the previous lemma, must induce a surjection in Z2-homology. In particular, if we let 6 G 774/_4(54/_4) be the generator, then 1?6 is in the image of 77, (t//) . Notice that by the connectivity of 54/~4 , there exists a map / : RPfiZl -» S4'-4 such that n~I?f. (See, for example, [H] .) Thus, if I30 is in the image of H"in), then 6 is in the image of //»(/). We will soon show that this forces Cl3r¡i to be a surjection. Let I = {i\ < i2 < ■ ■ ■ < ir] be a nondecreasing sequence, where ij G {1,2}, and Qi denote the iterated Dyer-Lashof operation Q¡ = ß,, ß,2 • • ■ Q¡r. It follows from work of F. Cohen [CLM] that 77,(Q3X3X) is, essentially, the commutative algebra generated by elements of the form Qiiy) where y is an iterated Browder operation on elements of 77» iX). (As written, this set of generators does not generate H*iQ,3I.3X) freely, but it does generate it.) Now suppose that y is an iterated Browder operation on elements f\, ... , ys e 77, (PP4/~4'). We write y G X2i{yx, ... , ys}) to denote the fact that y may be written using only the symbols X2,y\, ... , ys. For example, if y -X2[X2 [y\, y3] , y2], then y e hi{yi, yi, y3}) • There is a natural inclusion 77»(PP44/r4) »-* H^RPf'1)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use using differential dr to conclude that that E3 = E4 = ■ ■ ■ = E^ . This proves the proposition. Recall that our goal is to show that the map Í23(ad(/M)) : Q3Z3(JRP4/-1) -+ íl3Spü)
i3v3/od4/-1 induces a surjection in Z2-homology, and we may inductively assume that the map 77*(Q3(ad(/! /_]))) is a surjection. Now from the collapsing of the spectral sequences we have that £l35/7(/ -1) -» il3Spil) induces an injection in Z2-homology. Looking back at the diagram of the three fibrations and using our inductive assumption, we can conclude that the composition where the induced maps /7»(Q3^") -♦ 7/,(Q35/?(/ -1)) and 77*(£237í/) are surjections. In other words, the 7s2 term of the Serre spectral sequence of the left fibration surjects onto the P2 term of the right fibration. But we also have shown that both spectral sequences collapse at E2. Hence, the £M term of the left fibration surjects onto the E^ term of the right fibration. Now, by the convergence of the spectral sequences, a standard argument on the level of nitrations shows that the map of fibrations Q3(ad(/i /)) induces a surjection in Z2-homology. This finishes the proof of Lemma 17.
For future use, we record as a corollary one of the facts demonstrated during the proof of the lemma.
Corollary 19. The natural map into the limit space Q35/7(/) -► Z x BO induces an injection in homology with Z2 coefficients. Proof. We have shown that for any / the map 77,(Q35/7(/)) -* 7/,(Q35/7(/ + 1)) is an injection. Hence, 77,(i235p(/)) injects into 77,(Q35/>) = 77,(Z x BO).
We now return to the proof of the theorem. From the lemma, we know that the composite 77,(Q3Z3PP4/-') --> 77,(il35/7(/)) -♦ 77, (Z x BO) has the same image as the image of 77*(£235/7(/)). This image is easily calculated as follows: let b¡ G 77. (50(1) is an injection. Furthermore, we have already established that for each a e 7/»(Z x BO) which is in the image of 77»(TJ0<-<;t 50(7')) and the image of 77»(Q35/7(7)), there is a y G 77» (P^PP4/-1)) which maps to a under either composition in the above square. Thus, by the commutativity of (i), the image of y under the homology gluing map 77»(P,(PP4/-1))^77»( JJ MU,Spil))) 0<j<k must map to a. This completes the proof of the theorem.
